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		Publishers Weekly Best of 2023!

[image: Like Smoke, Like Light]

“Ogawa’s debut collection of 17 speculative shorts stuns with its delicacy … this is a showstopper.” — Publishers Weekly, starred review
	
ORDER NOW


Locus Recommended Reading List

[image: The Collected Enchantments]

“This vibrant collection brings together World Fantasy Award winner Goss’s exquisite interpretations of and variations on familiar folk and fairy tales.” — Publishers Weekly
	
BUY NOW


World Fantasy Award finalist!

	As featured in Publishers Weekly!
	

"If Titania herself were to commission a book, it would be this one.”

	—Fran Wilde, Nebula Award winner


[image: DARK BREAKERS cover]
	New and uncollected tales from the World Fantasy Award-winning author of Bone Swans!

	“C. S. E. Cooney’s prose is like a cake baked by the fairies . . . so delicious that it should be devoured with a silver fork.”

	—Theodora Goss

		ORDER NOW
	


Locus Recommended Reading List

[image: The Twice-Drowned Saint]

“Refreshing … World Fantasy Award winner Cooney imagines angels as Lovecraftian monsters … plenty of charm!” — Publishers Weekly
	
BUY NOW


World Fantasy Award winner!
			"Brilliantly executed.” 
— Publishers Weekly, starred review
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The debut collection of mythic tales from C.S.E. Cooney

"Beautifully crafted.” — Library Journal

"Twisted genius.” — Locus

CLICK TO ORDER


		
2020 Mythopoeic Award Winner!

"The portraits breathe, the roses
shake fragrance into the wind.”

	—The New York Times Book Review
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	A new collection of stories and poems from the World Fantasy and Locus Award-winning author of The Strange Case of the Alchemist's Daughter!

	"This toothsome collection
is best read in one go.”

	—Publishers Weekly, starred review

		AVAILABLE NOW
	


Shirley Jackson Award finalist!

		"Allen overflows the tank
with nightmare fuel.”

	—Publishers Weekly, starred review


	[image: book cover]
In these twenty-three stories and poems, two-time World Fantasy Award nominee Mike Allen spins twisted narratives.

	ORDER  NOW
	"An incredible read.”

	—Cemetery Dance

	

Locus Recommended Reading List

	"Excellent new anthology … further evidence that long-form genre fiction is not just alive and well but thriving.”

	—Locus
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Four all-new lengthy tales of dark fantasy and horror, with a short novel from C. S. E. Cooney and novellas from Mike Allen, Amanda J. McGee, and Jessica P. Wick.

	ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
	

The History of Soul 2065
“Powerful and dreamlike . . .
more than the sum of its parts.”

	—Publishers Weekly, starred review
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“Achingly familiar
and wonderfully strange.”

	—Samuel R. Delany
ORDER NOW
The debut collection of stories from Nebula Award finalist Barbara Krasnoff
	
“This is storytelling at the top of the heap.”

	—Jane Yolen


Kirkus Best of 2018 selection
“Excruciating, cathartic, and triumphant.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

[image: LATCHKEY cover]

“Prepare to be delighted.”
—School Library Journal, starred review
ORDER NOW
The breathtaking sequel to Nicole Kornher-Stace's genre-blending, mind-bending novel Archivist Wasp.
"Fierce, blazing, brilliant.” 
—Jacqueline West, New York Times–bestselling author
READ THE FIRST TWO CHAPTERS

World Fantasy Award finalist!
			"20 new short stories of unusual variety, texture, compassion, and perception. ” 
— Publishers Weekly, starred review
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A new crowdfunded anthology
of beautiful and strange tales

"A symphony of themes and variations in a wide range of keys ” — Locus

CLICK TO ORDER

		
Award finalists and winners
[image: ]  [image: ]  [image: ]
 free to read on our site

 

Aurealis Award finalist
"The Cartographer's Price"
by Suzanne J. Willis

	 

Nebula Award finalists
"The Bone Swans of Amandale"
by C. S. E. Cooney
 

	"Selected Program Notes from the Retrospective Exhibition of Theresa Rosenberg Latimer" by Kenneth Schneyer

 
"Sabbath Wine" by Barbara Krasnoff

 

Rhysling Award winners
"Song for an Ancient City"
by Amal El-Mohtar
 
"In the Astronaut Asylum" by Kendall Evans and Samantha Henderson
 
"After Her Brother Ripped the Heads
from Her Paper Dolls" by Beth Cato

 

World Fantasy Award finalist
"The Fall Shall Further the Flight in Me"
by Rachael K. Jones


Explore CLOCKWORK PHOENIX
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The anthologies that started it all.
CLICK HERE TO ORDER.
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